
Series 950
Changes everything!





Bigger performance. Smaller presence.





Line Alarm

Pros:
Line alarm provides a 
minimal size stand above 
the counter.



I think you’ll agree that when it comes to protecting your handheld 
electronic merchandise on display you need big performance and 
want a small security presence.

One option is line alarm…



Line Alarm

Pros:
Line alarm provides a 
minimal size stand above 
the counter.

Cons:
It’s complex and hard to 
use below the counter.



The most appealing thing about line alarm systems is that they have a 
small presence above the counter.



InVue PODs

Pros:
Nothing is below the 
counter—the display is 
serviced completely above 
the counter. 

Cons:
PODs solve the problem 
with power and alarm, but 
in a larger sized stand.



But below the counter, where the system is installed and maintained, 
it’s a complex and hard to use system.

InVue innovative PODs are the better alternative.



What if you could get the best of both systems?



InVue PODs solve the complexity of line alarm because they’re easy to 
use and install—everything is done above the counter.

The one drawback is the size of the stand above the counter.



How the new Series 950 changes everything.



What if you could get the best of both systems—without any of the 
drawbacks? What if you could get the ease-of-use of a POD and a 
smaller stand—even smaller than line alarm systems?



The NEW Series 950:
Smaller than line alarm above counter. The ease of use of a POD.



I think you’ll be interested in the new Series 950. It changes everything.



Sensor cables designed 
for daily removal

“Gold is Good”  
AP sensor and stand LEDs clearly 
indicate armed status

The NEW Series 950:
Easiest to use. Installs in under 60 seconds.

IR interface easily
accessible above counter



The 950 stand is smaller than line alarm above the counter. And the 
design and engineering make it the easiest to use POD yet.



The NEW Series 950:
“Open air” cable provides an unmatched customer experience.

Smallest sensors available

4-way perfect placement 
assures merchandise is 
always displayed properly

Open air cable allows 
customer to experience  
true weight and feel



You can install the Series 950 in under 60 seconds!

With InVue Gold is Good, you can quickly inspect the status of the 
POD based on the gold LED on the stand and AP Sensor.

The sensor allows easy daily merchandise removal.

And the IR interface is easily accessible above the counter.

Sales associates will spend less time managing the display and more 
time focused on the customer.



AP Sensor AP Sensor

Adjustable  
bracket arms

LEVEL 1:  AP Sensor LEVEL 2:  AP Sensor + Adjustable Bracket Arms

The NEW Series 950:
Scalable security to meet the needs of each store.



The new Series 950 provides unmatched customer experience.

› Unlike systems with a recoiler, the exposed, open air cable and 
small sensor allow customers to experience the true weight and feel 
of the merchandise.

› 4-way perfect placement ensures the merchandise is always 
displayed properly.

› The small stand beautifully showcases the merchandise.



The NEW Series 950:
Scalable security to meet the needs of each store.

Optional mounting kit allows 
stand to screw to counter



The 950 scalability provides you the level of security you need. Level 1 
features our AP Sensor that both alarms and powers. The AP Sensor
uses friction fit technology making it difficult to remove and helps 
eliminate false alarms.

Level 2 allows you to add adjustable metal bracket arms for the added 
security you need in tough theft situations.



The NEW Series 950:

For Smartphones For Tablets For Cameras



For additional security an optional mounting kit can be used to secure 
the stand to the counter.



The NEW Series 950:
Smaller than line alarm and easier to use.

ü	Easiest to use

ü	Enhanced customer experience

ü	Scalable security options



The Series 950 family of products includes two size stands for 
handheld electronics, a tablet stand and a camera stand.



Exclusive IR Ecosystem™.



Series 950 presence is smaller than line alarm systems above the 
counter.

It is easy to install, use and maintain.

Provides an exceptional customer experience.
 
And is scalable in security options to meet your needs.



Single Key Solution

HANDHELD ELECTRONICS SHOWCASE CABINETS ELECTRONIC ACCESSORIES

One key. Multiple solutions.



Series 950 is a member of InVue’s IR Ecosystem.



Single Key Solution

HANDHELD ELECTRONICS SHOWCASE CABINETS ELECTRONIC ACCESSORIES

One key. Multiple solutions.

“Times out” after 12 hours so it’s
useless if lost or stolen

Assigns a unique code to each
store or department



The IR Ecosystem is unique to InVue. 

With one key you have multiple security solutions for:

› Handheld electronics

› Merchandise in locked cabinets

› High-value electronic accessories



HANDHELD ELECTRONICS SHOWCASE CABINETS ELECTRONIC ACCESSORIES

One key. Multiple solutions.

PODs:
Protection on demand.

Smart Lock:
Unlock greater revenue.

Zips!
Fast. Secure. Economical.



The IR Key can be programmed to each store location or department.

It will “time out” and stop working after 12 hours making is useless if 
it’s lost or stolen.

And programming and charging the key is simple.



Thank you!



The IR Ecosystem supports:

› InVue PODs for handheld electronics

› Our revolutionary Smart Locks for locked cabinets that allow you to 
better service your customers

› And InVue Zips, fast, secure, economical security for high-priced 
electronic accessories


